Putting Passengers at the Heart of the Rail Decision Making Process (DfT)
Strategic Planning cycle
Passengers want the sense of a controlling mind when it comes to strategic
direction of the railway
Key document/action
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Implementation
Passengers want a sense that their voice and opinions matter

Key document/action

Research based on what type of railway passengers
want and how they feel about current delivery:
- key priorities for improvement
- satisfaction with existing service

- Ensure targets used align with passenger
priorities
- Measurements used must incentivise the right
behaviour/actions – for example the use of righttime performance to focus attention on
timetable design
- Inclusion of ‘softer’ targets setting out how
things are to be delivered . e.g. information
provision, customer service, trust/consumer
confidence. These to set clear signals/direction
of travel
- Mechanism for feeding back on progress during
the 5-year period
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- Already a pretty consultative process
- Mechanism for translating softer/behavioural
targets into KPIs on Network Rail
- Mechanisms for Network Rail to build in bespoke
user engagement on major schemes (e.g. London
Bridge, Reading); and the allocation of HLOS
funding pots (e.g. NSIP etc)

Monitoring, intervention (& sanctions)

Involving
passengers

Passenger Input

Bespoke research into passenger needs for
specific franchise
Communication:
- Publicity (via incumbent) to alert existing
users of opportunity to comment (posters,
tweets, emails, newsletters)
- Mechanism to capture these views –
commitment to reflect in franchising
documentation (online surveys)
Consultation document invites public comment
Customer centric targets:
- bespoke satisfaction targets for each
franchise/sub-sector of franchise [potential
to boost frequency]
Specification to emphasise/reward:
- commitment developing the softer
elements highlighted/signposted in HLOS
- good user engagement – clear evidence on
how to engage with users and how this
information will be used (ie two-way
feedback loops).
- commitments on improving transparency
to users
- efforts to build up sense of trust/
relationship with passenger
- Commitments to proactively inform
passengers about their rights and
entitlement to compensation
-

Network
Rail/RDG
-

Implement user engagement on major
projects. For station schemes this could
involve setting up advisory panel, for other
less tangible work it could be via website
displays
Passenger consultation on design of new
rolling stock

Passengers want a sense that there is someone in charge who
can make things happen, especially when things go wrong
Key document/action

Customer
reports

Passenger Input

- Concept of ‘Customer reports’: clear
statement of promises and regular
updates on delivery of these promises.
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Sanctions (info
to passengers)

NRPS supplemented by:
- Sentiment mapping (to pick up ‘in the
moment’ feelings)
- mystery shop audits (either bespoke or
a commitment to publish results from
TOC’s own surveys on things like
queuing times, availability of toilets etc)

- Boosting transparency of key data to
allow dissemination of ‘my train’ data.
- Empowerment via ‘cloud’.
- Penalties that reflect the impact on
passengers; and which benefit
passengers

- Removal of franchise
- Publication improvement plan/penalty
- Alongside culture of transparency

DfT
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- Passenger impact assessments i.e.
looking at impact of major failings - e.g.
Xmas over runs. First-hand input
gathered
- Boosting transparency
- Fines (benefits in kind)

